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Mechanical Precision is what has 

defined Lezyne since we entered 

the market over 10 years ago. Each 

product we create is conceptualized, 

developed and produced by us. 

This gives us a level of precision 

and mechanical performance that 

is second-to-none and on display 

throughout our collection of cycling 

accessories. And heading into Year 11

we continue that trend—even for 

something as simple as a bell.

MEcHANIcAL
PREcISION
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CNC DIGITAL DRIVE  
The ultimate, professional grade floor pump with
digital gauge. Full CNC machined aluminum 
construction and hardware. Highly accurate digital 
gauge. Extra long, nylon-reinforced braided hose 
with aluminum couplers. ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     

ALLOY DIGITAL DRIVE  
Durable CNC machined aluminum barrel and base.
Varnished wood handle with aluminum junction and 
steel piston. Highly accurate digital gauge. Extra 
long, nylon-reinforced braided hose with aluminum 
couplers. ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver    

STEEL DIGITAL DRIVE  
Rugged steel barrel and piston with machined 
aluminum base. Highly accurate digital gauge. Extra 
long, nylon-reinforced braided hose with aluminum 
couplers. Painted finish with varnished wood handle. 
ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, White     

FLOOR PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE

SPORT DIGITAL DRIVE  
Steel barrel and piston with tough composite 
matrix base. Highly accurate digital gauge. Extra 
long, high-strength hose with composite matrix 
couplers. Painted finish with varnished wood
handle. ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     

CNC FLOOR DRIVE  
Beautiful, professional grade floor pump. Full CNC 
machined aluminum construction and hardware. 
Oversized 3.5-inch precision gauge. Extra long, 
nylon-reinforced braided hose with aluminum 
couplers. ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     

CLASSIC FLOOR DRIVE  
Durable machined aluminum base with a steel barrel 
and piston. Oversized 3.5-inch precision gauge. Extra 
long, high-strength hose with aluminum couplers. 
Premium paint finish with varnished wood handle. 
ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, White     

Y E A R E L E V EN

Our ceaseless dedication to 

developing and manufacturing 

the highest quality floor pumps is 

second to none. We engineer the 

most efficient and reliable floor 

pumps possible and refuse to cut 

any corners that could sacrifice 

quality. Our pumps use the best 

materials available and each one is 

then 100% QC tested before leaving 

our factory floor. For Year 11 we’ve 

introduced our redesigned and 

highly innovative ABS1 Pro chuck – 

available throughout our floor

pump collection.
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Standard

MACRO FLOOR DRIVE  
Outstanding value. Durable steel barrel and piston. Ergonomic, sleek composite 
matrix handle and base. Effortless Inflation design. Precision gauge. Extra-long 
hose with ABS1 or  Dual Valve chuck. 

220 psi // 15.1 bar     Colors: Gloss Black, Matte Black, Red, White     

STEEL FLOOR DRIVE  
Durable machined aluminum base with a steel barrel and piston. Large 2.5 inch gauge. 
Extra long, high-strength hose with composite matrix couplers. Painted finish with 
varnished wood handle. ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver, Red, Gold     
Available in Tall (134 cm / 4.4 ft. fully extended), Black Only.      

DIGITAL MACRO FLOOR DRIVE  
Outstanding value. Durable steel barrel and piston. Ergonomic, sleek composite 
matrix handle and base. Effortless Inflation design. Custom, precision digital gauge. 
Extra-long hose with ABS1 or  Dual Valve chuck. 

220 psi // 15.1 bar     Colors: Gloss Black, Matte Black, Red, White     

SPORT FLOOR DRIVE  
Steel barrel and piston with tough composite matrix base. Large 2.5 inch gauge. 220 
psi max. Extra long, high strength hose with composite matrix couplers. Durable, 
painted finish with varnished wood handle. ABS1 Pro or Dual Valve equipped options.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver, Red, Gold     
Available in Tall (134 cm / 4.4 ft. fully extended), Black Only.      

Tall Standard Tall

FLOOR PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE

SHOCK DIGITAL DRIVE  
CNC machined aluminum and steel construction
with varnished wood handle. Ultra-narrow barrel 
provides efficient tuning up to 350 psi. High-grade, 
nylon-reinforced braided hose with aluminum 
couplers. Ultra precise, hardened steel APS chuck. 
Chuck features rapid-release, or fine-release, 
tuning and an innovative zero-loss disengagement 
mechanism. Extremely accurate digital gauge.
Presta valve compatible.

350 psi // 24.1 bar    Color: Silver    

FLOOR PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE & SHOCK

ALLOY FLOOR DRIVE  
Durable CNC machined aluminum barrel and base with 
steel piston. Varnished wood handle with aluminum 
junction. Oversized 3.5 inch precision gauge. Extra long, 
high-strength hose with aluminum couplers. Tough 
anodized high-polish finish. ABS1 Pro equipped.

220 psi // 15 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     
Available in Tall (134 cm / 4.4 ft. fully extended), Silver Only.   

Standard Tall
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DIGITAL PRESSURE OVER DRIVE  
Innovative floor pump with an integrated system designed to seat tubeless tires. 
A secondary chamber can be manually pressurized and the stainless steel foot-lever 
releases the compressed air. This discharges a strong, continued blast of air that quickly 
seats tubeless systems. Equipped with super accurate, custom digital gauge. Durable 
steel and aluminum construction with stylish wood handle. Extra long, nylon-reinforced 
braided hose. Presta and Schrader compatible ABS1 Pro chuck. 

220 psi // 15 bar     Color: Black     
Can be used as a regular floor pump (Max 220 psi  / 15.1 bar).

PRESSURE OVER DRIVE   
Innovative floor pump with an integrated system designed to seat tubeless tires. 
A secondary chamber can be manually pressurized and the stainless steel foot-lever 
releases the compressed air. This discharges a strong, continued blast of air that 
quickly seats tubeless systems. Accurate ananlog gauge. Durable steel and aluminum 
construction with stylish wood handle. Extra long, nylon-reinforced braided hose. 
Presta and Schrader compatible ABS1 Pro chuck. 

220 psi // 15 bar     Color: Black     
Can be used as a regular floor pump (Max 220 psi  / 15.1 bar).

FLOOR PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE & HIGH VOLUME

DIGITAL OVER DRIVE  
Oversized aluminum barrel and steel piston with 
aluminum base. High volume, maximum flow design 
efficiently inflates large diameter tires and is 
powerful enough to seat tubeless systems. Highly 
accurate digital gauge. Extra long, high-strength 
oversized hose. High volume ABS1 Pro equipped.

60 psi // 4 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     

ALLOY OVER DRIVE  
Oversized aluminum barrel and steel piston with 
aluminum base. High volume, maximum flow design 
efficiently inflates large diameter tires and is 
powerful enough to seat tubeless systems. Large
2.5 inch gauge optimized for low-pressure setups. 
Extra long, high-strength oversized hose. High 
volume ABS1 Pro equipped.

60 psi // 4 bar     Color: Silver    

CLASSIC OVER DRIVE  
Oversized machined steel barrel and piston with 
aluminum base. High volume, maximum flow design 
efficiently inflates large diameter tires and is 
powerful enough to seat tubeless systems. Large 
2.5 inch gauge optimized for low-pressure setups. 
Extra long, high-strength oversized hose. High 
volume ABS1 Pro equipped.

60 psi // 4 bar     Color: Black     

CNC TRAVEL FLOOR DRIVE  
The ultimate travel floor pump. Compact, lay-flat 
design maximizes efficiency and portability. 
Durable and lightweight CNC machined aluminum 
construction. Felt-lined canvas bag protects pump 
during transport. Durable, anodized high-polish finish 
with a compact 1.5 inch gauge. ABS Flip-Thread 
Chuck equipped with Speed Chuck adapter.

160 psi // 11 bar      Color: Silver     
508 x 190 x 60 mm // 840g

STEEL TRAVEL FLOOR DRIVE  
Compact, Lay-Flat design maximizes efficiency and 
portability. Machined steel barrel and piston with 
aluminum base. Classic wood handle finished with 
a durable varnish. Compact 1.5 inch gauge. ABS 
Flip-Thread Chuck equipped. Includes Speed 
Chuck adapter.

160 psi // 11 bar     Color: Black     
508 x 190 x 60 mm // 1053g

VALVE EXTENDERS 
70 mm Presta valve extenders for deep aero wheels. 
CNC machined aluminum construction. Threaded
outer tip with 2 mm hex hole for tightening/
loosening. Integrated O-rings to seal with valve. 
Compatible with all Flip-Thread Chuck, Flex Hose 
Pumps and ABS1 Pro head.

7g  //  Sold as a pair     

DUAL VALVE HEAD 
Slip-fit Dual Valve pump head fits Presta, Dunlop 
and Schrader valves. Durable composite matrix 
construction. Ergonomic aluminum locking lever. 
Rebuildable design.

40g  //  Valve compatibility: Presta, Schrader, Dunlop
Available on select models or sold separately.     

SLIP CHUCK 
Slip-fit, Presta-only adaptor for ABS Flip-Thread 
Chuck. Full CNC machined aluminum construction. 
90-degree bend designed for use with disc wheels. 
Two-piece, tool-free seal replacement design. 
Includes six replacement seals.

7g  //  Replaces ABS Flip-Thread Chuck     

SPEED CHUCK 
Slip-fit, Presta-only adaptor for ABS Flip-
Thread Chuck. Molded composite matrix 
construction. 90-degree bend designed for 
use with disc wheels. Two-piece, tool-free 
seal replacement design.

5g  //  Threads onto ABS Flip-Thread Chuck     

ABS1 PRO  
Upgraded and redesigned for Year 11, the ABS1 
Pro further advances our classic Flip-Thread 
Chuck system. It features a 90° design for 
enhanced function and usability. The highly 
durable construction is built using machined 
aluminum and composite matrix materials, with 
an extremely robust and fluid brass swivel. 
The chuck quickly “flips” for Presta or Schrader 
valves and threads on for superior engagement. 
An integrated Presta valve-core wrench 
completes the system, providing easy valve core 
tightening or removal for tubeless systems. 

43g High Pressure (Red)  // 47g High Volume (Orange)     

FLOOR PUMPS - TRAVEL PUMPS & ACCESSORIES

High Pressure

High Volume
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HAND PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE

DIGITAL PRESSURE DRIVE  
The next level of hand pump innovation and technology. Integrated low-profile, highly accurate 
Digital Strip Gauge. Light and compact CNC-machined aluminum construction. Super accurate 
digital gauge, max. 120 psi (8.3 bar). Presta and Shrader compatible ABS Flex Hose.

170 mm, 122g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar     Color: Black     

MICRO FLOOR DIGITAL DRIVE HP  
The ultimate portable pump with an integrated, highly advanced digital gauge. 
Lightweight CNC machined aluminum barrel, piston, base, and T-handle optimized for 
high pressure applications. Stainless steel foot peg stabilizes pump during use. ABS 
Flip-Thread Chuck equipped. Includes composite matrix frame mount.

300 mm, 208g // 160 psi // 11 bar    Colors: Silver, Black     

DIGITAL ROAD DRIVE  
The most advanced and efficient high pressure hand pump. Integrated low-profile, highly 
accurate Digital Strip Gauge. Light and compact CNC-machined aluminum construction. 
Threaded or slip-fit Presta compatible ABS Flex Hose.

180 mm,117g // 160 psi // 11 bar     Color: Black    

MICRO FLOOR DRIVE HP/HPG  
Floor pump efficiency in a super compact, hand pump size. Lightweight CNC 
machined aluminum barrel, piston, base, and T-handle optimized for high pressure 
applications. Stainless steel foot peg stabilizes pump during use. HPG version 
features integrated pressure gauge (shown), also available in HP version without 
gauge (not shown). ABS Flip-Thread Chuck equipped. Includes composite matrix 
frame mount.

HP: 300 mm, 150g // 160 psi // 11 bar     Colors: Silver, Black     
HPG: 300 mm, 194g // 160 psi // 11 bar     Colors: Silver, Black     

Y E A R E L E V EN

Precision and quality define 

our collection of premium hand 

pumps. Developed in-house 

to be as compact, lightweight, 

and efficient as possible, 

our innovative designs have 

redefined the hand pump 

category. Featuring premium 

materials and elegant aesthetics, 

our hand pumps are in a class 

of their own. For Year 11 we’ve 

integrated our highly accurate 

digital gauge into a few more 

models making them the most 

advanced pumps available.
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HAND PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE

PRESSURE DRIVE  
Lightweight, CNC machined aluminum construction. Efficient and ergonomic overlapping 
design optimized for high pressure applications. Equipped with the ABS Flex hose; 
Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes a composite matrix frame pump mount.

S: 170 mm, 89g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar   M: 216 mm, 102g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar      
Colors: Black, Gold, Purple, Red, Blue     (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

GAUGE DRIVE HP 
Compact, lightweight hand pump with efficient overlapping handle. CNC 
machined aluminum barrel, handle, and piston optimized for high pressure 
applications. Equipped with the ABS Pen Gauge Flex Hose; an integrated 
pressure gauge compatible with Presta and Schrader valves. Includes 
lightweight composite matrix frame mount. 

M: 232 mm, 119g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     

CARBON DRIVE LITE 
Compact, lightweight hand pump optimized for high pressure setups. MCT 
composite barrel and hand handle in an efficient overlapping design. CNC 
machined aluminum piston and hardware. Equipped with the ABS Flex hose; 
Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes a composite matrix frame 
pump mount.

S: 170 mm, 80g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar     Color: Black     

CARBON ROAD DRIVE  
The ultimate lightweight, high performance hand pump. Full Carbon Tech 
(FCT) barrel and handle. Compact, efficient overlapping design. CNC machined 
aluminum piston and hardware. Equipped with the ABS Speed Flex hose, 
compatible with Presta valves only. Includes FCT carbon fiber frame pump 
mount. 

S: 180 mm, 73g // 160 psi // 11 bar   M: 216 mm, 80g // 160 psi // 11 bar     Color: Black     

LITE DRIVE  
Highly efficient hand pump with a compact, overlapping handle optimized for high 
pressure applications. Sleek and lightweight, CNC machined aluminum construction. 
Equipped with the ABS Flex hose; Presta and Shrader valve compatible. Includes a 
composite matrix frame pump mount.

S: 180 mm, 80g // 160 psi // 11 bar   M: 216 mm, 92g // 160 psi // 11 bar      
Colors: Black, Silver, Purple, Red, Blue     (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

TECH DRIVE HP 
Lightweight, CNC machined aluminum barrel, piston and 
handle. Efficient and compact overlapping handle optimized 
for high pressure setups. Equipped with our ABS Flex hose; 
Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes lightweight 
composite matrix frame mount.  

S: 170 mm, 88g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar   M: 216 mm, 100g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar
Colors: Black, Silver     

ROAD DRIVE  
Lightweight, CNC machined aluminum construction. 
Efficient and compact overlapping handle optimized for 
high pressure applications. Equipped with the ABS Speed 
Flex hose (Presta valve only). Includes a CNC machined 
aluminum frame pump mount. 

S: 180 mm, 82g // 160 psi // 11 bar   M: 216 mm, 96g // 160 psi // 11 bar
L: 283 mm, 110g // 160 psi // 11 bar   Colors: Black, Silver     

LEFT  TO R IGHT
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HAND PUMPS - HIGH PRESSURE & SHOCK PUMPS HAND PUMPS - HIGH VOLUME

HP DRIVE  
Compact, lightweight hand pump with efficient overlapping composite matrix handle. 
CNC machined aluminum barrel and piston optimized for high pressure applications. 
Equipped with the ABS Flex hose; Presta and Shrader valve compatible. Includes 
lightweight composite matrix frame mount.

S: 170 mm, 89g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar   M: 216 mm, 102g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar      
Colors: Black, Silver, Purple, Red, Blue     (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

SPORT DRIVE HP  
Compact pump with overlapping handle designed for high pressure systems. 
Machined aluminum barrel and piston, composite matrix handle and end caps. 
Flex Hose equipped; Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes lightweight 
composite matrix frame mount. 

S: 170 mm, 75g // 120 psi // 8.3 bar     Colors: Black, Grey    

MICRO FLOOR DIGITAL DRIVE XL 
The ultimate high-volume portable pump with an integrated, highly advanced digital 
gauge. Lightweight CNC machined aluminum barrel, piston, base, and T-handle 
optimized for plus-size tire systems. Stainless steel foot peg stabilizes pump during use. 
ABS Flip-Thread Chuck equipped. Presta and Schrader compatible. Includes composite
matrix frame mount.

302 mm, 358g // 35 psi // 2.4 bar    Colors: Black     

MICRO FLOOR DRIVE XL 
Portable hand pump with floor pump capabilities. Developed to efficiently inflate fat bike 
tires. Lightweight and durable CNC-machined aluminum construction. Extra large, high 
volume barrel produces up to 35 psi (2.4 bar). Long hose and a stainless steel foot peg 
optimizes pumping function. Presta and Schrader compatible ABS Flip Chuck. 

302 mm, 366g // 35 psi // 2.4 bar    Color: Black     

SHOCK DRIVE  
Lightweight, shop quality shock pump. Full CNC-machined aluminum construction. 
Maximum quality and durability. Ergonomic handle enhances pumping comfort. 
Diaphragm gauge offers excellent accuracy; max. 400 psi (27.5 bar). Tough composite 
matrix case houses gauge and improves grip. Zero-loss chuck design unthreads from 
the shock after valve pin seals.

260 mm, 167g // 400 psi // 27.5 bar     Color: Black     

MICRO FLOOR DIGITAL DRIVE HV  
The ultimate portable pump with an integrated, highly advanced digital gauge. 
Lightweight CNC machined aluminum barrel, piston, base, and T-handle optimized
for high-volume tire systems. Stainless steel foot peg stabilizes pump during 
use. ABS Flip-Thread Chuck equipped. Presta and Schrader compatible. Includes 
composite matrix frame mount.

300 mm, 150g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar     Colors: Silver, Black    

MICRO FLOOR DRIVE HV/HVG  
Floor pump efficiency in a super compact, hand pump size. Lightweight CNC machined 
aluminum barrel, piston, base, and T-handle optimized for high volume applications. 
Long, versatile hose improves pumping convenience. Stainless steel foot peg 
stabilizes pump during use. HVG version features integrated pressure gauge (shown), 
also available in HV version without gauge (not shown). ABS Flip-Thread Chuck 
equipped. Presta and Schrader compatible. Includes composite matrix frame mount.

HV: 300 mm, 150g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar     Colors: Silver, Black     
HVG: 300 mm, 194g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar     Colors: Silver, Black     

DIGITAL SHOCK DRIVE  
Incredibly compact and lightweight aluminum construction. Ultra low-profile Digital 
Strip Gauge built into the side; design keeps pump extremely compact, yet highly 
accurate. Provides up to 350 psi (24 bar). Cleverly integrated hose that threads into 
the handle when not in use. Zero-loss chuck design unthreads from the shock after 
valve pin seals. The ultimate shock pump for trailside tuning.

225 mm, 110g // 350 psi // 24 bar    Color: Black     
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HAND PUMPS - HIGH VOLUME

ALLOY DRIVE  
Lightweight, CNC machined aluminum construction. Efficient and compact overlapping 
handle optimized for high volume applications. Equipped with the ABS Flex Hose; Presta 
and Schrader valve compatible. Includes a composite matrix frame mount.

S: 170 mm, 112g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar    M: 216 mm, 128g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar       
Colors: Black, Gold, Purple, Red, Blue     (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

SPORT DRIVE HV 
Compact pump with overlapping handle, designed for high volume tires. 
Machined aluminum barrel and piston, composite matrix handle and end caps. 
Equipped with ABS flex Hose; Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes 
lightweight composite matrix frame mount. 

S: 170 mm, 100g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar      Colors: Black, Silver    

TECH DRIVE HV 
Lightweight, CNC machined aluminum barrel, piston, and handle. Efficient and 
compact overlapping handle optimized for high volume applications. Equipped 
with the ABS Flex Hose; Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes 
lightweight composite matrix frame mount.

S: 170 mm, 111g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar   M:  216 mm, 127g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar
Colors: Black, Silver    

DIGITAL ALLOY DRIVE 
The most advanced high volume hand pump. Integrated low-profile, highly 
accurate Digital Strip Gauge. Light and compact CNC-machined aluminum 
construction. Presta and Schrader compatible ABS Flex Hose.   

M:   216 mm, 173g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar     Colors: Black     

GAUGE DRIVE HV  
Compact, lightweight hand pump with efficient overlapping handle. CNC 
machined aluminum barrel, handle, and piston optimized for high volume 
applications. Equipped with the ABS Pen Gauge Flex Hose; an integrated 
pressure gauge compatible with Presta and Schrader valves. Includes 
lightweight composite matrix frame mount.  

M: 232 mm, 142g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar     Colors: Black, Silver     

HV DRIVE  
Compact, lightweight hand pump with efficient overlapping composite matrix handle. 
CNC machined aluminum barrel and piston optimized for high volume applications. 
Equipped with the ABS Flex Hose; Presta and Schrader valve compatible. Includes 
lightweight composite matrix frame mount. 

S: 170 mm, 94g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar    M:  216 mm, 109g // 90 psi // 6.2 bar      
Colors: Black, Silver, Purple, Red, Blue     (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

LEFT  TO R IGHT

DIGITAL CHECK DRIVE  
Innovative, compact digital pressure gauge. 
Composite matrix construction with integrated, low-
profile Digital Strip Gauge. Machined aluminum head 
with flip-style Presta or Schrader valve compatible 
chuck. Super portable, highly accurate system.

150mm, 60g // 350 psi // 24 bar    Color: Black     

ABS PEN GAUGE  
Replacement ABS Flex Hose with integrated 
pressure gauge. Stores in the handle of ABS Flex 
Hose equipped Lezyne hand pumps (medium and 
large sizes only). Built with our ABS Flip-Thread 
Chuck; compatible with Presta and Schrader valves.

210 mm, 32g     

HAND PUMPS - ACCESSORIES

Photo: Sebas Romero
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ALISON TETRIcK
CYLANCE PRO CYCLING

Photos: Linda Guerrette, Sebas Romero
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CO2 INFLATORS

TRIGGER SPEED DRIVE CO2  
CNC machined aluminum dispenser with brass internals. Trigger Valve 
Operation allows for easy and controlled inflation. Slip Fit head presses 
onto Presta valves only. Neoprene sleeve insulates hand from cold during 
discharge. Compatible with threaded CO2 cartridges. Includes one 
16g cartridge. 

26g (without C02 cartridge)      Colors: Black, Silver       

ALLOY DRIVE CO2  
Durable CO2 dispenser constructed out of CNC machined aluminum. Trigger 
Valve Operation for easy and controlled inflation. Twin Chuck head threads 
on to Presta and Schrader valves. Integrated canister stores one 16g CO2 
cartridge. Canister insulates hands from cold during discharge. Includes one 
16g cartridge. Compatible with threaded CO2 only.

46g (without C02 cartridge)       Colors: Black, Silver       

Standard mounting option Alternate mounting option (2nd CO2 sold separately)

CFH MOUNTING OPTIONS:

PRESSURE DRIVE CFH 
Versatile design combines the efficiency of a hand pump with the convenience of CO2. Innovative 2-in-1 
inflation system works as a high pressure hand pump or CO2 inflator. Integrated steel-braided CO2 Flex 
Hose (CFH) doubles as a CO2 dispenser. Pump features a CNC machined aluminum body, piston and handle. 
Flip-Thread Chuck works on both Presta and Schrader valves. Kit includes: Pump with integrated CFH hose, 
one 16g cartridge and CFH mounting hardware. Adaptable configuration conveniently mounts to frame or 
slides into jersey pocket. Compatible with threaded CO2 only.

M: 190 mm, 108g (Pump and CFH only) // 120 psi // 8.3 bar     Color: Black      

YEAR ELEVEN

True to our slogan “Engineered 

Design,” our lineup of CO2 

systems are as sexy as they 

are functional. Constructed from 

the highest quality materials like 

aluminum, brass, and hardened 

steel, each model is built to last 

and work flawlessly. From 

simple slip-fit designs to highly 

advanced, controlled release 

systems, we offer superior 

CO2 systems for any cyclist 

looking for instant tire inflation 

solutions.
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CO2 INFLATORS CO2 INFLATORS

CONTROL DRIVE CO2 
CNC machined aluminum dispenser with brass internals. CNC control knob 
twists for easy and controlled inflation. Twin Slip Chuck head presses on to 
Presta and Schrader valves. Neoprene sleeve insulates hand from cold during 
discharge. Compatible with threaded CO2 cartridges. Includes one 16g
or 25g cartridge. 

16g Cartridge: 16g (without C02)             25g Cartridge: 16g (without C02)     
Colors: Silver, Purple, Red, Blue, Black      (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

TRIGGER DRIVE CO2 
CNC machined aluminum dispenser with brass internals. Trigger Valve Operation 
for easy and controlled inflation. Twin Chuck head threads on to Presta and 
Schrader valves. Neoprene sleeve insulates hand from cold during discharge. 
Compatible with threaded CO2 cartridges. Includes one 16g cartridge.

26g (without C02 cartridge)      Colors: Silver, Purple, Red, Blue, Black     
(Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

25g

TWIN SPEED DRIVE CO2 
CNC machined aluminum dispenser with brass internals. Slip-on
valve operation allows for quick inflation. Twin Slip-Fit head presses 
onto Presta or Schrader valves. Two-piece head allows for easy 
O-ring replacement. Neoprene sleeve insulates hand from cold during 
discharge. Compatible with threaded CO2 cartridges. Includes one 
16g or 25g cartridge.

16g Cartridge: 16g (without C02)    Color: Black      
25g Cartridge: 16g (without C02)    Color: Black      

TWIN KIT  
Compact, all-in-one CO2 and tire repair kit. Includes Twin Speed 
Drive, two threaded CO2 cartridges (16g or 25g), and a Lever Kit. 
Custom neoprene and velcro strap secures all items together. 
Kit easily fits in most packs, jersey pockets, or can be attached 
to seat posts. 

Twin Kit 16g Cartridge, 177g    Color: Black      
Twin Kit 25g Cartridge, 270g    Color: Black      

16g

CADDY KIT 
Complete CO2 and tire repair kit in a simple, durable, 
and reusable pouch. Includes Caddy Sack, Twin 
Speed Drive, two threaded 16g CO2 cartridges, 
Power levers, and Smart Kit. Pouch has welded 
seams and roll-top enclosure to seal against the 
elements. Fits into packs or jersey pockets.

193g      Color: Black      

REPAIR KIT 
Convenient CO2 and tire repair package. Includes 
Twin Speed Drive, two threaded 16g CO2 cartridges, 
Power levers, and Smart Kit. Just the essentials for 
quick road and trailside tire repair.

166g      Color: Black     

CO2 CARTRIDGES  
Threaded CO2 cartridges for use with all Lezyne 
CO2 inflators. 16g CO2 cartridges are compact and 
suitable for low-volume, high pressure setups. 25g 
CO2 cartridges are suitable for high volume mountain 
bike tires. Both cartridge sizes available as 5-piece 
refill packs or counter top boxes (30 quantity for 16g 
cartridges, 20 quantity for 25g cartridges). Bulk box 
of 16g cartridges (250 quantity) is also available.

Photo: Sebas Romero
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BELLS & BOTTLE CAGES

CLASSIC SHALLOW BRASS BELL  
Modern, unique low-profile design made from high-polished brass, mounted 
to a machined aluminum base. The brass striker politely and effectively 
alerts others with a sharp, definitively loud ring. A simple O-ring attaches 
the bell to a variety of tube sizes and shapes, elegantly complementing 
all styles of bikes.

27g      Colors: Black, Silver       

CARBON CAGE SL  
Robust and lightweight Full Carbon Tech race cage. Optimized side-load 
shape for easy bottle access in compact frames. Engineered to hold bottles 
securely. Clean and styish matte unidirectional (UD) carbon finish. Available 
in left- or right-side configurations.  

35g      Colors: Black       

CLASSIC BRASS BELL 
Compact, classic shape constructed from modern, high quality materials. The 
bell itself is made from high-polished brass, mounted to a machined aluminum 
base. The small brass striker provides a sharp, impressively loud ring when 
flicked, warning others of your presence. A simple O-ring attaches the bell to 
a variety of tube sizes and shapes while integrating cleanly with any bicycle.

S: 21g    M: 28g      Colors: Silver, Black       

ROAD DRIVE CARBON CAGE  
Super light and incredibly strong cage using our Full Carbon Tech construction. 
Elegant once piece design. Optimized shape holds bottles securely. Integrated 
pump mount for Road Drive style hand pumps. Stylish matte unidirectional 
(UD) carbon finish. 

39g      Colors: White, Black        

Y E A R E L E V EN

“Bell enthusiasm has grown 

beyond commuting to include 

both performance-oriented 

mountain bikers and impressively, 

even the pro road racing ranks,” 

states an article written for 

Bicycling Magazine by James 

Stout. Bells are hot, and we’ve 

added the hottest bells to our 

Year 11 product line. These are 

certain to complement the slickest 

road bikes and bro-est mountain 

bikes. Just like our bottle cages 

have been doing for years. 

BE
LLS
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ALISON TETRICK
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BOTTLE CAGES BOTTLE CAGES

ALLOY CAGE 
One-pieace, extruded aluminum construction. Strong and lightweight CNC 
machined, heat treated design. Capably secures a wide range of bottle types 
and shapes. Integrated pump mount and velcro strap hold a Road Drive style 
hand pump.

42g      Colors: Black, Silver, Purple, Red, Blue, White     

FLOW CAGE 
Durable, fiber reinforced Composite Matrix construction. X-Grip cage design 
with dual upper catches holds bottles securely. Large opening provides easy 
bottle access.

48g      Colors: Black, White     

CNC CAGE 
Constructed entirely of extruded aluminum. CNC machined and heat treated for 
a strong, lightweight design. Sturdy ribs and top-catch secures a wide range of 
bottle types and sizes. Simple design provides easy bottle retrieval and docking. 

39g      Colors: Black, Silver, Purple, Red, Blue, White     

FLOW CAGE HP 
Durable, fiber reinforced Composite Matrix construction. X-Grip cage design with 
dual upper catches holds bottle securely. Integrated mount and velcro strap hold an 
HP style hand pump. Large opening provides easy bottles access. Sleek and stylish 
two-tone artwork.

50g      Colors: Black, White     

POWER CAGE 
Simple, lightweight hollow aluminum tube construction. Stamped aluminum base 
is formed and welded to tubing. Classic, wrap-around design securely holds bottles 
over rough terrain. Large opening provides easy bottle access.

66g      Colors: Silver, Purple, Red, Blue, Black     

FLOW BOTTLE 
Classic water bottle design with Lezyne styling. Optimized for Lezyne bottle 
cages. Traditional, gimmick-free top provides ample beverage consumption. 
Made with recyclable plastic.

750 mL      Color: White      

FLOW CADDY  
Lightweight, rigid container optimized to fit standard bottle cages. Universal 
storage for essential roadside repair. Water resistant threaded lid. Available 
with or without organized sleeve insert. 

60g // 73 x 73 x 135 mm     0.7L Capacity
Without sleeve insert    

FLOW CAGE SL 
Durable, fiber reinforced Composite Matrix construction. Optimized side-load 
shape for easy bottle access in compact frames. Engineered to hold bottles 
securely. Oval mounting holes allow fine tuning of position on frame. Available 
in left- or right-side configurations. Sold individually or in pairs. 

48g      Enhanced Graphics, Colors: Black, White, Red, Blue, Purple, Green
48g      Standard Graphics, Colors: Black, White
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SHOP TOOLS

CNC CHAIN ROD 
Heavy duty, shop quality chain whip with integrated lock ring tool. CNC 
machined aluminum handle with chromoly head. Custom Lezyne chain 
attached with stainless hardware for easy replacement. Compatible 
with 8/9/10/11 speed cassettes. 

335 mm // 13.2 in       

CNC PEDAL ROD  
Heavy duty, shop quality pedal wrench. CNC machined aluminum handle 
with super-hard chromoly head. Two 15 mm offset wrench openings 
positioned for optimal leverage. Integrated bottle opener.

370 mm // 14.6 in       

CNC ROD 
Professional grade wrench/handle with 32 mm hex opening. Extremely durable and highly functional CNC machined aluminum construction. Designed for use with our 
Two-Way bottom bracket and cassette tools. Machined set screw holds tools in place; tightened by hand or 6mm hex. Elegant high polish anodized finish.

335 mm // 13.2 in      

EXBBT-CLT 
Two-Way integrated external bottom bracket 
and cassette lock ring tool. For use with 32 mm 
CNC Rod or an adjustable wrench. Compatible 
with many popular external bottom brackets and 
cassette lock rings.

External BB: Campagnolo, Chris King, FSA, Phil Wood, 
Shimano, SRAM/Truvativ, Etc. 

Cassette Lock Ring: Shimano, SRAM, SunRace,  SunTour,
Chris King, Etc.     

SPLBBT-NBBT 
Two-Way integrated ISIS Drive bottom bracket
tool and 8-point bottom bracket tool. For use 
with 32 mm CNC Rod or an adjustable wrench. 
Compatible with many popular bottom brackets.

Splined/Notched BB: Race Face, Shimano, SRAM/
Truvativ, Etc.     

EXBBT-SOC
External bottom bracket tool for use with 32 mm 
CNC Rod, adjustable wrench or 3/8 inch socket 
drive. Compatible with many  popular bottom 
brackets.

External BB: Campagnolo, Chris King, FSA, Phil Wood, 
Shimano, SRAM, Truvativ, Etc.      

Y E A R E L E V EN

When it comes to making shop 

tools, we know there is absolutely 

no room for mediocrity. An 

inferior product will be quickly 

abandoned the instant a 

mechanic detects weakness. 

That’s why—just like the rest 

of the products we create—we 

build the best tools possible. 

And then we take it one step 

further by adding a little style to 

our lineup, which further sets us 

apart in the typically clone-like 

world of shop tools.

SH
OP

 TO
OL

S

Photo: Sebas Rom
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SHOP TOOLS SHOP TOOLS

CLASSIC CHAIN ROD 
Shop quality chain whip with integrated lock ring tool. Classic 
varnished wood handle with chromoly head. Custom Lezyne chain 
attached with stainless hardware for easy replacement. 
Compatible with 8/9/10/11 speed cassettes.

338 mm // 13.3 in      

CLASSIC CHAIN DRIVE 
The ultimate, shop-quality chain breaker. Incredibly robust steel body, 
ergonomic driver, and classic wood handle. Innovative, adjustable 
design works with any style of chain. Hardened steel breaker pin, 
with extra pin stored in handle. Elegant, yet functional design. 

282g     

11-SPEED CHAIN DRIVE 
Shop quality 11 speed chain breaker compatible with Campagnolo chains. 
Durable cast and CNC machined steel body. Ergonomically contoured shape 
for comfort and ease of use. Replaceable, hardened steel breaker pin. Four 
popular spoke wrenches (also removes breaker pin) integrated into body. 
Spare breaker pin included.

Wrench: Mavic splined (road and mtn) // 3.22, 3.45 // 106g     

CLASSIC PEDAL ROD 
Classic varnished wood handle with super-tough chromoly 
head. Two 15mm offset wrench openings positioned for optimal 
leverage. Integrated bottle opener.

338 mm // 13.3 in      

CLASSIC HEX ROD 
Instantly enhance any tool collection. Superior style, function, 
and quality available in popular 6mm or 8mm hexes. High strength, 
extremely hard chrome-vanadium steel. Super durable chrome 
finish. Long leverage design with an ergonomic wood handle. 
Spherical tip on long end adds versatility.

6MM // 162g   8MM // 166g     

CHAIN DRIVE 
Shop quality 8/9/10/11/12 speed chain breaker. Durable cast and CNC machined 
steel body. Ergonomically contoured shape for comfort and ease of use. 
Replaceable, hardened steel breaker pin. Four popular spoke wrenches (also 
removes breaker pin) integrated into body. Spare breaker pin included.

Wrench: Mavic splined (road and mtn) // 3.22, 3.45 // 93g    

3-WAY SPOKE WRENCH 
Shop quality three-way spoke wrench. Compact, 
ergonomic design. Super durable cast steel body. 
CNC machined slots for precise engagement.

Wrench: 3.22, 3.30, 3.45 // 29g     

3-WAY WRENCH 
Heavy duty, shop quality three-way wrench. 
Two-piece Serviceable Body allows for easy 
replacement and exchange of bits. Classic,
easy-to-use design. Durable, CNC machined 
hardened steel body. Heavy duty, drawn,
and forged CRV+ anti-corrosion steel bits. 
Replacement tool bits included with each wrench. 
Not all bits are interchangeable between bodies.

Star: Star shaped, T10, T25, T30 // Hex: 2, 2.5, 3 mm 
Hex: 4, 5, 6 mm     

HEX KIT  
Nine piece, professional quality Hex Kit ideal for 
shop use or the home mechanic. High strength, 
extremely hard chrome-vanadium with durable 
chrome finish. Holder folds open for easier access 
with built in hanger holes. Includes 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8 and 10 mm L-shaped bits with a spherical tip. 
Each bit is precision made for the best quality and 
tolerance.  

414g     
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MULTI TOOLS

CARBON - MULTI TOOLS  
The ultimate compact and lightweight multi-tool. Super light FCT carbon fiber side 
plates. Forged and machined Center-Pivot stainless steel bits. Machined titanium 
fastening hardware. Forged aluminum chain breaker (Carbon 10 only). Custom 
aluminum container.

Carbon 5: 44g    Color: Carbon         Carbon 10: 80g    Color: Carbon

V - MULTI TOOLS 
Low profile multi-tools optimized for modern component groups. CNC machined aluminum side 
plates. Forged, Center-Pivot CrV+ anti-corrosion bits. Chrome Vanadium steel fastening hardware. 
Forged aluminum chain breaker (V 10 and 11 only).

V 5: 50g        V 7: 65g       V 10: 101g        V 11: 105g
Colors: Purple, Red, Blue, Black      (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

SV - MULTI TOOLS  
Lightweight, low profile multi-tools optimized for modern component groups. Forged, 
Center-Pivot stainless steel bits. Durable stainless steel fastening hardware. Forged 
aluminum chain breaker (SV 10 and 11 only).

SV 5: 50g     Color: Polish         SV 7: 65g     Color: Polish 
SV 10: 101g     Color: Polish         SV 11: 105g     Color: Polish

SV 11

SV 10CARBON 10

CARBON 5 SV 7SV 5

V 10

V 11V 7V 5

MODEL: 11

HEX TOOL: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25, T30

FLAT HEAD TOOL

CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11/12 speed

MODEL: 10

HEX TOOL: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25, T30

PHILLIPS HEAD TOOL

CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11 speed

MODEL: 7

HEX TOOL: 2.5, 4, 5, 6 mm

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25, T30

FLAT HEAD TOOL

MODEL: 5

HEX TOOL: 2.5, 4, 5, 6 mm

PHILLIPS HEAD TOOL

CARBON, V, SV TOOL BIT KEY:Y E A R E L E V EN

A reliable multi tool is an essential 

part of every cyclist’s repair kit. 

As cyclists ourselves here at 

Lezyne we are determined to 

craft the best quality multi tools 

possible. Having a lightweight, 

compact and durable product is 

a must. That’s why take every 

step possible produce a precision 

product using the most reliable 

materials available. These are 

simply the finest engineered 

works of art. 

MU
LTI

 TO
OL

S

DANNY MACASKILL

Photo: Sebas Rom
ero
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MULTI TOOLS MULTI TOOLS

CRV 12

RAP 15 C02

CRV 20STAINLESS 20

RAP 20

STAINLESS 12

RAP 14RAP 6

HEX TOOL: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm HEX TOOL: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

HEX TOOL: 3, 4, 5, 6 mm

SERRATED KNIFE: 60 mm SERRATED KNIFE: 60 mm

TIRE LEVER: Open End 10 mm TIRE LEVER: Open End 10 mm

BOTTLE OPENER: Open End 8 mm 
Disc Brake Wedge

BOTTLE OPENER: Open End 8 mm 
Disc Brake Wedge

C02 TOOL TIP (Model 21 only)

C02 TOOL TIP (Model 15 only)

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25 STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25, T30

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25

PHILLIPS AND FLAT HEAD TOOL PHILLIPS AND FLAT HEAD TOOL

PHILLIPS HEAD TOOL

CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11/12 speed CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11/12 speed

SPOKE WRENCHES:
Mavic Mtb, 3.22, 3.45

SPOKE WRENCHES:
Mavic Mtb, 3.22, 3.45

HEX TOOL: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm HEX TOOL: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25 STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25, T30

PHILLIPS HEAD TOOL
PHILLIPS HEAD TOOL

CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11/12 speed

CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11/12 speed

SPOKE WRENCHES:
Mavic Mtb, 3.22, 3.45

SPOKE WRENCHES:
Mavic Mtb, 3.22, 3.45

MODEL: 12 MODELS: 15, 14MODEL: 20 MODELS: 21, 20

MODEL: 6

STAINLESS & CRV TOOL BIT KEY: RAP TOOL BIT KEY:

RAP C02 
Simple, creative design that integrates a CO2 dispenser. CO2 head slides on or 
off the 5 mm bit for easy access. Lightweight aluminum chuck threads onto either 
a Presta or Schrader valve. Available in a 15- or 21-tool build. Exclusive CRV+ 
corrosion resistant bits, ergonomic aluminum side plates.

RAP 15: 149g          RAP 21: 178g
Colors: Purple, Red, Blue, Black      (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

CRV 
Functional, durable multi-tools ideal for road or trail-side use. Forged aluminum 
side plates: easy to grip while wearing gloves. Forged, Center-Pivot CrV+ anti-
corrosion bits. Chrome Vanadium steel fastening hardware. Cast stainless steel 
chain breaker. Three spoke wrenches integrated into chain breaker.

CRV 12: 115g     Color: Black          CRV 20: 161g     Color: Black
RAP 
Functional, traditional-style multi-tools. Ergonomic forged aluminum side plates. 
Forged, wrapped Center-Pivot CrV+ anti-corrosion bits. Chrome Vanadium steel 
fastening hardware. Cast stainless steel chain breaker (RAP 20 and 14 only). 
Three spoke wrenches integrated into chain breaker.

RAP 6: 74g        RAP 14: 149g         RAP 20: 178g 
Colors: Purple, Red, Blue, Black      (Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

STAINLESS 
Functional, durable multi-tools ideal for road or trail-side use. Forged aluminum 
side plates: easy to grip while wearing gloves. Forged, Center-Pivot stainless 
steel bits. Durable stainless steel fastening hardware. Forged aluminum chain 
breaker. Three spoke wrenches integrated into chainbreaker.

STL 12: 115g      Color: Polish         STL 20: 161g     Color: Polish     

RAP 21 C02
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MULTI TOOLS TOOL KITS

ALLEN BLOCK

T BLOCK

BLOX 23:

ALLEN BLOCK:

T BLOCK:

BLOX 23 TOOL BIT KEY:

BLOCK TOOL BIT KEY:

HEX TOOL: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

L-HEX TOOL: 2, 2.5, 3 mm

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T25, T30

PHILLIPS & FLAT HEAD TOOL

CHAIN BREAKER: 8/9/10/11/12 speed

TIRE LEVER: Open End 10 mm

BOTTLE OPENER: Open End 8 mm 
Disc Brake Wedge

SPOKE WRENCHES:
Mavic Mtb, 3.22, 3.45

HEX TOOL: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 mm

L-HEX TOOL: 1.5, 2, 2.5 mm

STAR-SHAPED TOOL: T6, T7, T9,
T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30

BLOCK 
Versatile shop quality multi-tool in a portable size. Lightweight, CNC machined 
aluminum body. Extremely rigid, one-piece I-Beam body. Extra long, forged CRV+ 
anti-corrosion steel bits. Select L-bend bits for hard to reach fasteners. Multi-
tools available separately or with Port-a-Shop tool kit.

Allen: 130g     Color: Polish         T: 125g     Color: Polish 

BLOX 23 
Versatile shop quality multi-tool in a portable size. Lightweight CNC machined 
aluminum side plates. Extra long, forged CRV+ anti-corrosion steel bits. Cast 
stainless steel chain breaker (8/9/10/11/12 speed chains). Three spoke wrenches 
integrated into chain breaker.

230g     Color: Polish 

PORT-A-SHOP PRO 
Portable, professional grade cycling specific tool kit. Includes shop 
quality tools for general bicycle maintenance. Durable, composite case 
with sturdy foam interior. Labeled slots keeps tools organized. Spare 
pocket for personal tools/belongings.

Color: Black

PORT-A-SHOP  
Compact, cycling specific tool kit designed for traveling. Kit includes 
tools for basic maintenance and repairs. Convenient, canvas padded 
carrying case with zipper closure. Labeled pockets keep tools 
organized and safe during transport. 

Color: Black

INCLUDED TOOLS:

T Block

Multi Block

Allen Block

Smart Kit

Classic Kit

Chain Drive with 4x Spoke Wrenches

Saber Levers with 15mm & Bottle Opener

Power Levers

INCLUDED TOOLS:

Hex Kit Torx Block

Smart Kit (5) 3 Way Spoke Wrench

3 Way Allen 4/5/6 3 Way Allen 2/2.5/3

3 Way Wrench Star Classic Chain Drive

CNC Rod Classic Chain Rod

Classic Pedal Rod Power Lever XL

Classic Hex 6mm Classic Hex 8mm

Splined BB Tool Cassette Tool

Photo: Sebas Romero
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TIRE REPAIR

CUSTOM KIT PROGRAM 
Have a customized brand, event or personalized logo laser-etched 
onto our Lever Kit or Metal Kit. Artwork can be up to 50 x 25 mm 
in size. Available in red, gold, blue* and grey. Custom kits come in 
a 24-pack, counter top ready box (Min. 8 boxes per order). Contact 
our sales office for more information.

Colors: Grey, Black, Purple, Red, Blue, Gold 
(Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

METAL KIT 
Waterproof aluminum case with rubber end caps. Kit includes six 
glueless patches, tire boot and stainless steel scuffer. Patches are highly 
pliable and coated with custom-developed, super aggressive adhesive. 
Multiple colors available. Available individually or in a counter top ready 
box (24 count). 

Colors: Grey, Black, Purple, Red, Blue, Gold        
(Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

LEVER KIT  
Integrated patch kit and tire lever combo. Aluminum case holds patch kit, 
tire levers serve as press-fit end caps. Kit includes six glueless patches, 
tire boot and stainless steel scuffer. Patches are highly pliable and coated 
with custom-developed, super aggressive adhesive. The composite matrix 
levers are super durable and easy to use. Available individually or in a 
counter top ready box (24 count).

Colors: Grey, Black, Purple, Red, Blue, Gold        
(Blue color not available in U.S.A.)

Y E A R E L E V EN

A reliable patch, a tire lever that 

won’t break, a waterproof case 

— these often overlooked repair 

items are absolutely crucial when 

the dreaded flat tire happens. 

Being able to rely on your 

equipment to finish a ride can 

make all the difference in getting 

home. That’s why we develop 

premium tire repair products that 

are engineered to get you back 

on the road. We can’t prevent 

flat tires, but we certainly offer 

reliable ways to fix them.

TIR
E R

EP
AIR

ALISON TETRICK
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TIRE REPAIR TIRE REPAIR

SABER LEVER 
Heavy-duty tire lever, 15 mm pedal wrench and bottle opener. Forged, heat 
treated and CNC machined chromoly steel. Long, high-leverage 150mm lever 
with aggressive hook design. Sold as a pair.

160mm // 64g       

ALLOY LEVER 
Forged, aerospace grade aluminum. Aggressive hook geometry makes tire 
removal easy. Compact, convenient, dual hook design. Sold as a pair.

92mm // 24g       

CLASSIC KIT 
Traditional, dependable patch kit. Contains rubber adhesive (7cc), patches 
(6 round, 2 oval), stainless scuffer and tire boot. Available individually or in 
a counter top ready box (24 count).

27g       

POWER LEVERS XL 
Long and extra strong, fiber reinforced Composite Matrix levers. 
Aggressive hook geometry makes tire removal easy. Extra long for 
increased leverage on tight tire beads. Comfortable wide handle design. 
Integrated spoke hook also locks levers together when not in use. 
Available as pairs or in a counter top ready box (30 pairs).

147mm // 60g      Colors: Black, Yellow       
Box (30 pairs)       

POWER LEVERS 
Strong, fiber reinforced Composite Matrix material. Aggressive hook 
geometry makes tire removal easy. Comfortable, wide handle design with 
integrated spoke hook. Available as pairs or in a counter top ready box 
(30 pairs).

105mm // 26g      Colors: Black, White       
Box (30 pairs)       

MATRIX LEVERS 
Strong, fiber reinforced Composite Matrix material. Aggressive hook 
geometry makes tire removal easy. Compact, convenient, dual hook 
design. Available as pairs or in a counter top ready box (30 pairs).

93mm // 17g      Colors: Black, White       
Box (30 pairs)       

SMART KIT 
Ultra compact polypropylene case. Kit includes six glueless patches, tire 
boot and stainless steel scuffer. Patches are highly pliable and coated with 
custom-developed, super aggressive adhesive. Available individually or in 
a counter top ready box (34 count).

6g       
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ORGANIZERS

POD CADDY M  
Lightweight, semi-rigid saddle bag with QR Mounting 
System. Molded EVA foam structure with durable, 
woven nylon cover. Compact design with extra wide 
clamshell opening. Mesh divider helps keep items 
in place. Reflective piping increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop.

135g // 145 x 90 x 65 mm     0.8L Capacity    

M CADDY QR  
Medium sized, wedge-shaped saddle bag with 
QR Mounting System. Durable, woven nylon 
construction. Labeled internal organizational 
pockets. External, quick access multi-tool sleeve. 
Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop.

115g // 130 x 50 x 80 mm     0.5L Capacity    

MICRO CADDY S/M QR  
Compact, aero-shaped saddle bag with QR Mounting 
System. Durable, woven nylon construction. Labeled 
internal organizational pockets. External, quick 
access multi-tool sleeve. Reflective piping increases 
night visibility. Water resistant zipper with large pull 
loop. Available in Small and Medium sizes.

S: 120g // 140 x 55 x 55 mm     0.4L Capacity    
M: 130g // 145 x 55 x 80 mm     0.6L Capacity   

ROAD CADDY  
Large capacity, wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro 
straps attach to saddle rails. Durable, woven nylon 
construction. Large main compartment with labeled 
organizational pockets. Sub compartment for multi- 
tool or mobile device. Reflective logos and loop 
increases night visibility. Water resistant zipper 
with large pull loop.

115g // 170 x 60 x 125 mm     0.4L Capacity    

ROLL CADDY  
Expandable wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro 
straps attach to saddle rails. Durable, woven nylon 
construction. Labeled internal organizational 
pockets. Reflective logos and loop increases
night visibility. Water resistant zipper with 
large pull loop.

115g // 130 x 65 x 95 mm     0.6L Capacity    

ROAD CADDY XL 
Extra large, simply designed saddle bag. Durable, 
woven nylon construction. Long, adjustable
strap balances load and easily attaches to seat
rails. Single zipper, extra wide opening. Reflective
logos and loop increases night visibility.
Water resistant design.

142g // 185 x 90 x 85 mm     1.5L Capacity    

Y E A R E L E V EN

Simple and functional, we offer 

a variety of high quality bags and 

organizers to help riders stay 

organized. For Year 11 we have 

expanded our lineup to include 

a new series of bike-packing 

bags. We at Lezyne are big fans 

of cycling adventures and our 

growing collection of touring-

type bags are built to be reliable, 

highly functional and ready to 

help you explore the world. 

OR
GA
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S

ANGIE HOHENWARTER
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EX CADDY  
Expandable wedge-shaped saddle bag. Buckle system attaches to saddle 
rails and seat post. Durable, woven nylon construction. Labeled internal 
organizational pockets. Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop.

115g // 130 x 65 x 95 mm     0.8L Capacity    

L CADDY  
Large capacity, wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro straps attach to saddle rails 
and seat post. Durable, woven nylon construction. Large main compartment 
with labeled organizational pockets. Sub compartment for multi-tool or 
mobile device. Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. Water 
resistant zipper with large pull loop.

115g // 170 x 60 x 125 mm     1.2L Capacity    

ORGANIZERS ORGANIZERS

MICRO CADDY S/M  
Compact, aero-shaped saddle bag. Large elastic 
nylon strap secures caddy to the seat rails. Durable, 
woven nylon construction. Labeled internal 
organizational pockets. External, quick access 
multi-tool sleeve. Water resistant zipper with large 
pull-loop. Available in Small and Medium sizes.

S: 80g // 40 x 55 x 55 mm     0.1L Capacity    
M: 90g // 45 x 55 x 80 mm     0.2L Capacity    

S CADDY  
Small, wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro straps 
attach to saddle rails and seat post. Durable, woven 
nylon construction. Labeled internal organizational 
pockets. External, quick access multi-tool sleeve. 
Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop. Available 
in standard and loaded kits.

60g // 110 x 55 x 90 mm     0.5L Capacity    

M CADDY  
Medium, wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro straps 
attach to saddle rails and seat posts. Durable, woven 
nylon construction. Labeled internal organizational 
pockets. External, quick access multi-tool sleeve. 
Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop. Available 
in standard and loaded CO2 and Sport kits (on the 
next page).

75g // 130 x 60 x 80 mm     0.6L Capacity    

M CADDY - CO2 KIT 
Medium, wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro straps 
attach to saddle rails and seat posts. Durable, woven 
nylon construction. Labeled internal organizational 
pockets. External, quick access multi-tool sleeve. 
Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop.

CO2 kit Includes:  M Caddy, Twin Speed Drive, 2 x 
16g CO2, Rap 6 Multi-tool, Smart Kit, Matrix Levers

245g // 130 x 60 x 80 mm     0.6L Capacity    

M CADDY - SPORT KIT 
Medium, wedge-shaped saddle bag. Velcro straps 
attach to saddle rails and seat posts. Durable, woven 
nylon construction. Labeled internal organizational 
pockets. External, quick access multi-tool sleeve. 
Reflective logos and loop increases night visibility. 
Water resistant zipper with large pull loop.

Sport kit Includes:  M Caddy, Sport Drive HP, Rap 6 
Multi-tool, Smart Kit, Matrix Levers

274g // 130 x 60 x 80 mm      0.6L Capacity    
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BAR CADDY  
Medium capacity handlebar bag designed for 
ease-of-use and maximum functionality. Easy 
access, double sided roll-type enclosures. Highly 
water resistant, compressible design. High quality, 
durable materials. Adjustable straps and simple 
velcro mounting system. External draw cords hold 
extra gear. Reflective features and light mounts
add additional safety. 

263g // 500 x 255 mm    7L Capacity     

XL CADDY  
Extra large, adventure style seat bag. Securely 
mounts to seat post and seat rails with strategically 
placed straps to keep bag stable. High quality, 
durable materials. Roll-style enclosure makes for 
easy loading and compresses gear tightly. External 
draw cords hold extra gear. Reflective features and 
light mounts add additional safety. Highly water 
resistant construction. 

434g // 420 x 170 x 140 mm    7.5L Capacity    

STUFF CADDY 
Simple, versatile Caddy to carry extra “stuff.”
Quickly and securely mounts to handlebars, frame, 
and fork, or wherever it’ll strap to. High quality, 
durable materials. Adjustable straps increase 
versatility and an integrated draw cord tightly 
holds its content. Super water resistant
construction with reflective features for 
added safety. 

76g // 170 x 90 mm    1.3L Capacity  

PHONE WALLET  
Streamlined, wallet-style organizer for smart 
phones. Designed to fit in a jersey pocket. Water 
resistant design securely stores popular smartphone 
sizes. Clear, touchscreen compatible window. Cover 
flap includes four integrated card sleeves. External 
zippered pocket stores small valuables.

120g // 145 x 100 x 25 mm     0.4L Capacity    

CADDY SACK 
Simple, reusable sack holds a variety of ride 
necessities. Durable materials, welded seams, and 
roll-top closure provide excellent weather protection. 
Large opening offers quick and easy access to 
contents. Available in Small and Medium sizes.

S: 30g // 145 x 110 mm,  M: 50g // 180 x 130 mm    

CADDY KIT 
Complete CO2 and tire repair kit in a simple, durable  
reusable caddy. Includes Caddy Sack, Twin Speed 
Drive, two threaded 16g CO2 cartridges, Power 
levers, and Smart Kit. Caddy has welded seams and 
roll-top enclosure to seal against the elements.
Fits into packs or jersey pockets. 

193g     

SMART ENERGY CADDY  
Lightweight, semi-rigid top tube mounted smartphone 
holder. Molded EVA foam structure with durable 
woven nylon cover. Compact design with extra wide 
clamshell opening. Mesh divider helps keep items 
in place. Smartphone pocket holds popular 4-5 inch 
models. Clear, touchscreen compatible cover. Secure, 
three velcro strap design attaches to top tube.

81g // 80 x 60 x 115 mm     0.5L Capacity    

ENERGY CADDY  
Compact, toptube mounted pouch ideal for gels and 
snacks. Secure, three velcro strap design.  Molded 
EVA foam structure with durable nylon cover. Elastic 
midsection expands to accommodate different size 
content. Velcro-mesh cover keeps items in place.

87g // 195 x 70 x 85 mm     1.2L Capacity    

ENERGY CADDY XL 
Large, simple toptube organizer for quick on-bike 
access to yummy snacks or little trinkets. Water 
resistant, zippered main compartment with side 
sleeves. Large enough to hold smartphones. 
Durable, high quality materials. Reflective 
features for added safety.

76g // 215 x 100 x 55 mm    0.8L Capacity     

FLOW CADDY  
Lightweight, rigid container optimized to fit standard bottle cages. Universal 
storage for essential roadside repair. Water resistant threaded lid. Available 
with or without organized sleeve insert. 

60g // 73 x 73 x 135 mm     0.7L Capacity    

CHAINSTAY PROTECTOR  
Durable chainstay protector designed to reduce chain noise. Puncture 
resistant neoprene protects frame finish. Interior, rubberized pattern keeps 
protector from slipping. Held in place by heavy-duty velcro. Available in 
three sizes and machine washable.

S: 95 x 250 mm // M: 130 x 250 mm // L: 180 x 250 mm     


